GA Writing Lab: Writing advisory service for doctoral candidates and postdocs

Who is eligible

You can make use of our writing advisory service if you are a doctoral candidate or postdoc and a member of the Graduate Academy.

What we offer

The focus is on you as an academic writer. We offer advice for planning, developing or optimizing your scientific manuscript such as a dissertation, a publication or a funding proposal. Our aim is to provide you with the best possible support using various writing strategies and techniques.

What will happen

You will meet with a trained advisor for academic writing of the Graduate Academy or the Project Scout’s office. The individual consultation will take approx. 45 minutes and will naturally be treated confidentially. During this consultation we will jointly discuss your ideas, your draft, or challenges encountered during writing. You also have the possibility to send your concern, maybe your draft, to us in advance. Thus, we will be able to acquaint ourselves with your specific requirements. Advisory consultations are offered in German or English.

Our services at a glance:

- Advice during the writing process
- Advice regarding a scientific manuscript
- Help with writer’s block
- Help finding a personal routine in writing
- Feedback concerning manuscripts samples

Not part of a writing consultation is

- Editing of manuscripts as a whole
- Proofreading
- Reading chapters, articles or funding proposals as a whole
- Expert or content related advice

If you have questions please do not hesitate to contact us via email: graduierenaakademie@tu-dresden.de or via our website.

We are looking forward to seeing you at the GA Writing Lab!